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1) SUMEX Equipment Uparade

Rindfleischs We have the new tape and file system and the additional
256K of mamory on line, That has pravided quite a bit of additiena)
filespace, almost a factor of 2, that has partially been allocated
among the various projects, and the tapes have made a substantia!
improvement in the dumping time,eeWe!re no longer taking the system
down to users on Sunday mornings since we have the tapes now that
are fast enough, We Just do the dumps with the system running,
Every month we do the dump with the users excluded so that we get
all of the files,eors the user is working and has a file open then
it Wouldn't be dumped, so Just to be sure we get all of them on a
momthiy basis, and we exelude users for that morming, The memory
has made a substantial qualitative difference in the feel of the
system in the sense that there are more Jobs in memory that are
rpunMable now, and I think that the predicted things have happened
a) the load average has come down because Jobs are getting run
faster; and b) when the load average gets up around 6 or so the
feel of the system is better in that responsiveness is faster,
We're stil! eollecting quantitative deta to measure the improvement
in I/O wait time and that sort of thing,

Myers! Here at Pittsburghs the addition has been tremendousty valuable
Bo that we can work now at times when we couldmit at all work
before fram the standpoint of speed and whatmot, and we've found it
tremendously helaful,

Rimdflelachs We've had similar comments from ether users, and that was
the main thing that we were after {mn making these avamentations,

\) Rutgers Site Visit/Resource Renewal
Cimpressions on site vieit and where resource stands in genera) pleture)

Amarels We had a site visit on 9/9) and it was very goed, very
thoroughs an excellent group chaired by,,,and imeluding Harry Pople,
I heard,.,a few days that the counci! approved continuation ef the
resource for 3 years, and I have some.,,Quidelines about the level
of the resource, It's Algher than the one we have mow, Sess than
what I proposed, I'm sti} at the point where I want to study some
of the measures that come from the study section,g,, J don't have
vet the particulars but a fairly good idea, The indication is to
continue most of the saefentific work we're doing and the collabo
ration and a certain amount more specifically in the amount of
eomPuter science that we haver but the study seetion didn't approve
the upgrade of the current system,,, That!s where we stand at this
point, I stil) want to discuss that im same detad! with Bil! to
see exactiy what {it means.,,

Laderberg: Dees that mean that there will not be a substantia}



inerement of comeuter capability that could be used by the AIM?

Amarel: The way I read the scientific and technical diseussion, it
looks as i? there are not going to be substantial {nereases in the
comPute® capabijity to the general community but rather this is
going to be mainiy focused on the environment for our own research
activities at Rutgers Plus collaborators that are working very

closely with us rather than general groups of users in the AIM

COMMUMTEV ea ne

Bakers That's mot the way I read it, (4 om agenda) The recommendation
was to go ahead and buy out the Rutgers machine, This leaves a
whole lot of maintenance costs te be borne by the resource activity.
Rutgers would still have to maintain some interest in supperting
the machine in terms of maintenance, The implication of going out
and buying out the machine I interpret as adding additional capacity
to the everall AIM community, and it's going to be up to Saul to
decide what that means im terms of connect time fram people outside
his own set of collaborators and activities there, The Stanford
conmect time is approaching 150K haurs/year, so the way I would
like to make the assessment {s some sert of eleture fram Saul of
how much connect time he seas he aan put out to the best of the
community with the kind of level welll be supporting him at, f
thimk you fiquee it's about 5X at the present times I think it
SRhONId be more than that under the situation where we're going
towards the payoff of the hardware, Thatis the difference that
Saul and I have wight mow, I have mo idea of what Saul sees as an
imerement from SX; helll have to determine that and tel! us,

Amarels: I'm mot sure there {8 a difference because I'd like to have at
Yeast another day to look imto the details and another day te talk
with Bill, and I think this particular discussion would have been
much more Productive a Week from mow, My own goal fs to try to
have game additional capacity available here both for those directly
involved in the Rutgers research and collaborative activity but alse
SOMA, ,e0UtSidar.sefor the community, The way I see this, (t doesn't
Pead this wavec.too Strong a constraintens

Lederbergt I see that things are stil! somewhat fluid there, and I
would agree that you're going to need a littie while to let that

Shake dewn, I hope ft Will be possible to get some clear line of
Polley from Rutgers that wa cam use as the premise Of OUP OWN
discussions at the site visit, Thatts something we Just muse noe
be confused about. I think we can live with a wide variety of
alternative formulations of it, but welve got to have a clear
pieture af what it {8 that welre going to present to the site visit,

Amarel: Both during the site visit and im the materia! I've received
eo far that it's very clear that the group here at Rutgers is
perceived as being a very important integral part of the national
community around SUMEX=#AIM and that this {8 a singie enterprise
and whatever welre going to come up with in terms of either
collaborative mechanisms or cycles, it's got to be within the

framework of the mational AIM prolects,, In terms of collaboration,
dissemination of information and AIM workshops, the thing that stil!
has to be worked {s exactiv how we're going to handie the avestion
of the computing facility,,,capacity going to be available for
loeal wsers,.,and even more general use,



2)

3)

10)

3)

SUMEX Site Vigit Plans

Lederberg: I think you've touched om the two maim issues and itis
quite possible that the questions of functional callaberatiaon wil}
be More important than the issues of cycle availability, wWelve
talked about that before, and I think we'd better have some more
conversations among ourselves {nm the next couple of weeks and get
that clarified further, If it's possible for you (Saul) to be at
the site visit, I think ¢¢ wil) be easter to explain these matters
In any ease, I think we will have to Rave some more conversations
about that, It's terribly important that we have a clear and
Unified policy on these matters; that!s what AIM!s a1! about and
I'm sure that's what the study seetion will be looking far,

IT really would like to minimize the burden (AIMEXEC attendance at
site visit), I kmow the site visit needs information and so forth,
but the notion that every user has to go all around the country
every time some avestion comes up about the resource {8 mot very
satisfactory either, I will try to get one or two other
Fepresentative users that are eonvenient, Winke weuld be an obvious
instance of that which would be mo great trouble te bring here and
would Pound eut what we have om the clinical side with the
membership of the praesent group, If any of you have any other
thoughts about that er any particular users that we should try to
hightight for the site visit, I would be glad to have vour opinion
about that,

Bakert ff Jack could possibly come, I thime that would be very valuable,

Lederbefo: «sel think your project 43 going to be quite instrumental
im the examination of the metwork utilities and what its benefits
will be,

Distribution of Projects between SUMEX and Rutgers (inelyuded ! above)

Bakers Saul has to dea) with me amd Rutgers, I think we aught to
have another Executive Committee meeting before the alte visit so
that everyone knows how firm we are and what our future potential
is in terms of distribution of projects between SUMEX and Rutgers,

Next AIMEXEC Tejecon (3 and some 2 from 10/6 agenda)
(Thursday, 10/27, 10 agm, PDT x approx, 1 hour)

(continued)

Feigenbaum: In preparation for talking about 6, I wonder if we could
get an update on the distribution between Stanford and the AIM
Projects om the machine. Tam, do you have a status report on
that, Also, does anyone know the rasults ef the other comouter
Peavests that were site*visited last spring having to de with
Jack's project and MIT!s project and how they affect our AIM
community?

Bakert Jack's project was funded, The MIT project is fundeds but we
have no idea how they relate to SUMEX#AIM,



Feigenbaumt Do vou think we would get amy embarrassing questions aboyt
that at the site visit? (Bakereeno, but I might,)

Lederberas I think we do have to have some sort of amswers, particularly
in Pespect to the Pittsburgh effort,

Myers: We've been funded and we expect to carry on im much the same
fashion as we have im the last couple years,

Lederberg; So the implication is that vou will have a facility which
wil) be used forecs

Myers: Nose we were not appfeved for a separate facility, We were
approved en a continuation basis much as welve been going now,

Lederberg: Sarry,,,! knew you'd put fm to try to get something you
could use for a field demonstration, and we certainly agreed that
that was not appropriate for SUMEX,

Myers: Welre dickering with other ways to get that accomplished, byt
for the foreseeable future, I hope our relation to SUMEX will be
exactly as it has been,

Lederberg: Warmer, Jack, There may be some more things that we can

deo fer you now than we were able to do until the recent upgrade,
$0 Maybe we ought to talk about that a fittlie further, If you
want to collect some ideas om how that might work, let's hear about

them,

Bakert I'll dig imto the MIT thing and see what exists there, When I
talked to Martin very early om in his developing of his application,
he Was mot interested at all im reaching into the SUMEX#AIM
capacity to get his work done, The thing that has bothered me is

that they are 100% dependent ypon a machine owned by the Navy, and

I don't kmaw haw Stables, cdon't know anything about that enviranment,

Lederbergs What you are telling me ☁8 that NIH {fs not funding resource

capacity on their part, se in that sense, there!ls not a coordination

problem between differant computer resources in this area, That

point an something we didn't need to know about is quite relieving
to Me because ~ Rad am image im mind that was quite different fram

that and that they might indeed be getting funding fer computer
capacity and if eo obviously it would be a tittie awkward {f we
didn't know amything about it, Well, that puts my mind to rest on
those two points,

Rindfleisch! This is the date (usage spiit) based on the proposal
which was last spring, I haven't done anything more recent
lately, The total Stenford CPU timer for example, for last vear
was 2233 hours, and for the AIM community was 1035 hours,

Feigenbaum: The question I'm getting at {8 how much room is there om
the AIM side for more projects? Do you feel welre heavily loaded

on the AIM side or not?

Lederbetags Plainiy, welre mot, We have a polley of equal aecess to the
machine and the Stanford guys get there and use that privilege to
the fullest, We have a scheduling algorithm now that does not
allow that to erowd out the AIM peoples so if we're eatking about



ea fade aljauat om the AIM side, the machine should look half as
full to am ineremental AIM user as it does to an incremental
Stanford users and it will be at the expense of Stanford use and

comvenience, but I think we have an obligation to try to reach oyt
to thats and that's implemented now in terms of the scheduling
algordthm,

Rindfletscht That's exactly the scheme that we tried to put together,
eseThe division is 40% for Stanford, 40% for AIM and 20% for Staff,
and MAINSATL im subsumed im the Staff part whieh tmeludes al}
System work, administrative and MAINSAIL development,

Lederberg: Those are the access privileges, I think Staff 4s about
on Par with Stanfard im terms of the extent to which they use its
maybe a littie bit behind it,

Rindfleiseh: Staff last year used 903 CPU hours, That's less than the
ATM community, (CAIM + Staff almost 3 Stanford)

Amarel: What is the prognosis for being able to get some new projects
such as PUFF, for instance, fram the point of view of technical
pesPonse a8 augmented now?

Lederberg; I think there's room on the system to mount them, and as
T say, to them the system will look half as crawded as it does to
the marginal user from the Stanford sider and I think that!s not
bad. Only under the worst conditions will be appear to be
particularly crowded, They will heve the obstacles of lengedistance
communications, which of eourse the computer cycle doesn't help
very much, but im terms of throughput on the programs and so forth,
I think any ineremental AIM user will find himself in pretty geed
shape, He'll certainiy be in better shape than the typical
Stanford user is at the present time given the loading and giving
the schedule aigorithm that we have in mind, We have a couple of
PrajectS waiting to be jooked at, There's the PUFF thing from
S.F.e There's ane you'll! see that I donit know whether we want to
act on finally or mot now from Alan Lesgold at Pittsburgh, There
are one oF two others that I would put at the second tier that are
coming up, and they will add more om the AIM side, I] feel that at
this point we should still be actively reeruiting for additional
AIM projects but also making sure that the ones we've got are
adequately served,

SROKAKEKEEEREAEE HEATHENERKETAAREe

oeol think it's the Stanford side that kmows how te get what it wants
out ef the system, That's going to have to be held im a queyve tn
order to get a fair allacation, The other wil! happem and that will
be a sign or our centinued maturity, Right mow we have gotten an
augmentation and I think that the Justification/rationale for that
wae to give us some room for expansion om the AIM side as well as
to Make life possible for the rest of the system,,, There are one
or two projects that we have om AIM that don't use much resources
ands I feels are of marginal values but I dentt feel we have ta go
after them because we're not in that muck of a crunch Plight mow,
It would be miee to be at a place where we had to make harder
choices among projects, The question of administrative controls
om Usage is terribly important toor and wa're going to have to
learn how to monitor that, The fact is, no AIM project is living



over its budget of allocated resource, and the anty place that's
problematical ie filespace, Certainiy no AIM project was using
more than its aliquot ef eamputer evyeles,

Feigenbaum: I think we ought to conaider the quality of life argument
im interaction as well ae the total! usage statistics, The quality
of life om the AIM side right mow {8 extremely good and on the
Stanford side is quite difflieult, I would not like to see the AIM
community get igself# {nto the same state that the Stanford community
has gotten itsel# into with respect to quality of lide on the
machine, So we should be quite careful im letting mew prosects
get admitted to the AIM side because eretty soon, a8 Tom points out,
the load average on the AIM side will leok very bad,

Lederberg: We've always been living on a tiaktrape trying togesthose
considerations, I still think we have to look for good projects
and them make our decisions about what we take or donit take im the
light of the quality of the effore that wants to come on, 1
certainiy dontt accept the proposition that we've got {t good so
find yaur awn resources. You may have to disappaint some applicants
but only after very careful and deliberate consideration of thelr
merits,

Bakers Do you feel like the quality of the projects that are being
supported are al! real good projectseenothing weak jim this whole
group?

Lederberg; I think there are several weak projects, I dom't thimke they
comSume much by way of Pesources so I havenit felt {e's worthwhile
to Make am issue of them, but that's Just one opinion, The whole
point of this managerial structure was that it was mot a question
of do it the way Lederberg says; it was a ayestion of alloeating
that responsibility to an executive and advisory committee, so I
have followed their lead with respect to what does/doesn't go on,
I'm not going to Say any mare aboye it unless we have a specific
project that hag to be acted on right now,

Bakery} Are there any projects om the SUMEX#AIM system, im oF out of
Stanford, that have questionable quality?

Lindbergi sssyou're also doing an experiment in community building
and promoting collaboration, so I don't see any reason to take
after any of those projects right mow whem they don't consume
SUbStantial resources and they have those other virtuves,

Myers: Obviously, there's quite a wide range of quality of the projects,
Some are much better than others and some might even approach the
mediocre, From what Josh says, there hasn't been any reason to
be Oppressive against the poorer omes at the moments but I would
therpouahliy agree with Rim that we donte want to adept a stand pat
attitude that where there are geod projects we ought to receive
their applications, examine them carefullys be objectivess. I
think there!s room for improvement and we ought te receive
apolications and test them very carefully as {nA any academic pursuit,

Lederberg: Let me expand Just a little bit further, I've beem watching
the community usage statiaties auite closely, Tom has generated
beauetlful project contral imformation, 1 thimk we've get better
here than im almost amy other system of any kind I know about in



terms of being able to manage the resource utilization, I don't
see any significant amount of the resource being wasted, There
are projects that are Given theoretical access that if I sav them
burning up an awful fot of time I would start raising some questions
as to whether it was worth {t bute J dontt see them doing that so
that's why I've been auite modest {n pressing on those points
and that's exactly what I would tell the site visit, The actual
alloeation of usage is mot in really terribly bad shape, {m fact,
it's im excellent shape except that I thimk the AIM side does
deserve a little more,,,and facilitation amd help te bring it up
to Par with what the Stanford guys can do, The Stanford grove
ebviousliy kmows very well] what it wants, has eccese te a let of
informationweit!s right therew=and even with the scheduling algorithm
{t's a larger group, a larger critical mass, people talking to one
another all the time,,,mew {deas, ete, It's no,,,ploty it's the
fact that we have a very strong working group that (a responsible
for that degree af utilization, It!s mot as specialized as the
other groups outside so a lot of new things are getting started and
So On, I'm very proud of that, I make no apologies for that at
ali. I would like to encourage a wider variety of uses evtside to
being it up ta par, and I think on the AIM side there is st411 room
to do that,

Amarel: In the Advisory Committee meeting that we had this summer at
the AIM Workshop, there was some djseussion about various projects
aualityse,and relevance to the entire business of AIM, It was felt
thefe may be ome or two Projects that are sort of close te the
umeertainty level as to whether they should continye, but on the
whole, thea maim Projects are very good,

Lederbertgr: The official finding of the Advisory Committee was tet the
Status que ge for the time being, Don raised ane question about
Bob Lindsay's project, He was perfeetiy correct that that did
require some resfocussing,s and we've communicated with him about
that to get something that might be eighter, The fact is, his
resource consumption has been Guite minimal so that {llustrates the
point that I was taking earlier, but we will either get a more
Satistactory/more concrete Statement from him for further review
or welll shut him off altogether, J don't think that case
Fepreasants a severe problem, That was the resolution of the
Advisory Committee,

Lederberg: .,.1 agree with what I think you saidse Sauls but I would
have phrased it a little differentiy, It's the good projects that
are on AIM being compared to projects that may or may not be as geod
from the outsides, but I think we have enough resources to accept one
or two other significant good projects and that we al! will be better
off {4 we cam manage to do that, If we dor we may/may not have to
bumMP ome oF two of the maratmal ones, It!s not clear ta me that we
have to do that either, Im my own opinions I do mot think that
there's a significant less than excellent quality consumer of
resources who's getting im the way of somebody else coming om the
AIM side, There are jots af problems on the Stanford side,=The
scheduling algorithm protects the interests of the AIM group, and
I think that's working very well from everything Tim able to see,
that it's doing what it's supposed to do im that regard, maybe
even leaning over backwards a littie bite Amy new user who happens
to come on can sometimes get essentially full ownership of the
machine if he happens to be fsolated at that time regardiess of the



importance of what he's doing at thet particular moment, but thats
fines that's Just the way ¢t should be, The way we designed the
system was that aS far aS pesource access was concerned that it
Was going to leok like three different machines with a 40/40/20
split and then whatever's left over after there's been complete
accéss om that basis can be used first come first serve so it isnie
wasted, I think {¢ 18 working that wave, and I think that's an ideal
arrangement,

Bakert ,eralt seemea to me that the quality of the projects om SUMEXeAIM
{s good, and we dontt need to be concerned about it at this time,

Lederberg; The basis of that was the mailing out of the annual reports
with the detailed project summary, We Jagged each of the members of
the advisory cemmittee to took at them again, I think that they did
spend at jeast half an hour doing that Just prior to the meeting and
many of them before, We did mot go over each project one at a time
and get e vote om it and try to makes,ssinaulinry., Im fact, we
discussed whether to do it and the consensus was this is not a good
time particularly since there's no operational requirement for it
that is im terms of the competition for resources at that time,
The discussion then was om the basis of that general overvieweewas
there anything that did stand out, I tried hard to not Just rave
a perfunctory blanket cover.,,the one thing that was brought up was
this thing about Bob Lindsay, We do have resolution {m minutes,
seel dontt see any reason except the appearance of spinning wheels
Mot to adhere to the procedure that we've had so far, At some time
and I think preferably after welve gotten straightened out about our
rPenewal and so forth maybe a more focussed resexamination of one or
two projects at a time would be in order but more fram the view of
rather paternalistically trying to help them along and kind of relate
them to what othet people are doing and so forth than a terribly
rigorous or critical @uamination, But we obviously do have to lay
OM Some Protoce!s for careful review, (approach agreeable to all)

5) «Crittque of '77 AIM Workshop

Amarels I received a few letters, mostly positivess.I think it was
very good, I think there was a lot of information communicated
to Peopler an excellent get together about what!s going on
scientifically im AIM, We had 3 working sessions that were good,
We had the whole thing videotaped and at this point quite a bit
of Work has been doness. One of the important things we deetded
an the last day of the workshop was ca)laboration betwean Rutgers
and Stanford groups on looking at possibly editing the material and
PreParing the proceedings both im a form that would be om SUMEX=AIM
and distributed hardeopy, Welll have to work that out but I think
things are moving along this line,

Bakert The feedback I have is that by keeping it small it was much more
effective than the previous workshops,

Lederberas Thatis my peaction too, The only negative side of that is
that a lot of ovum younger people on the projects and graduate
students missed the opportunity ta participate, The people at
Rutgerss obviously, were very welcome there, and that did raise the
avestion of whether we Should/shouldmit try to alternate the
location for it for essentially that reason from the East Coast te



the West Coast, I think that!s something that's still up im the
air, 've heard some enthusiasm around here that maybe mext year
we Should have {t om the West Coast and I suppose that's something
we Fave to settie before too Jong,

Feigenbaums Saul and I have spoken befefiy about it, There was quite
a bit of dissatisfaction here at Stanford with the limited
attendance of Stanford peosle caused by the fact that Manyes to send
them to Rutgers and the fact that Rutgers students and junior
Pesearchers get an unfair advantage in that theylre able ta attend
all of these sessions, Many feel that the AIM Workshop is their
annve!] meeting and they're being excityded from their annual meetings
so they volunteered to PUM a workshop mext year, Jomatkan King,

@ Graduate student here en leave of absence working for the CS Dept,
for a vears was willing to undertake the arrangements for the
workshop so that {8 a possibilityy itts at least feasible for
Stanford to take on the great amount of work that Rutgers has been
doing over the last few years on the workshops, but we have to
decide pretty quickly mostly because dates are important and we
have to Peserve rooms/reservations/people!s schedules,

Amarel: I don't know that I would call the Rutgers students attending
UNfaireee There's a lat of effort to putting on the workshop both
at the technical level and management and organization, One person
is Mot enmoughy it requires a few people on some continuing besis
working/interactingsssvarious parts of the AIM community, I feel
it's a good idea to make it a Tittle more practical,,, documents,
One of main responebilities of that document {8 the area of the
workshop and AIM dissemination, This is the major responsibility,
mot that of providing a site, ,.e,it comes down to the question of
how we're going te organize ourselves and divide responsibility,
From our point of views we are again Prepared to have the workshop
here, We are funded fOr thates, for mext year at the same level
aS Now for a smal! workshops, and we have an excellent placer the
Continuing Edyeation Center at Rutgers, which {s a good one both
in terms of facilities end a good place for people to interact,
The CEC {8 available to us June 25030, 1978, We have mandate/
funds to do it, but I'd Vike to discuss further with Bil},

Lederberg; I've certainly had im mind the same view that you've

indieated about the appropriateness of the sharing of responsibility,
Ome thing {9 that I feel we're trying to ayt together a national
efforts, and one of the prices of that is that you don't take on
every responsibility and every burden at one place, so Iitm
delighted at the encrmous effort that you and colleagues Nave been
PUtting imto {t, and I] thimk that plans having gome this far, letts
agree that we will have the mext workshom at Rutgers om the dates
that you've mentianed and leave open the question far the future
ef am occasional alternation, The only other thing ts that if we
cam Just ra{se another $5,000 that we eould be able to caver another
dozen graduate students maybe on same austere basis !ike they go on
a charter flight or something of that sort that would go a tong way
to solving part of the Prablem and would still not be a major
inerement in the cost for the effort aince I think there {s some
Justice to their concern about 4t, We could explora, although the
way the telecons ara going is pratty marginals i8 whether we can

get a good leng tine communication and have at least the audio
Part of the discussions available at Stanford, We might look inte
that a littia biter.



b )

Amarel! You mean instantaneouss an line, with the possibility of people
asking questions and 80 on?

Lederberg; Sure, Questions maybe ought net to be verbals maybe we |
ought to set up the teleconferencing over the metwork for that kind
of dialogue, That would also mean that we ask users to at teast
{mh Some cases put their text files corresponding to their siides
$0 they could be called up, This Just occurred to me and I don't
want to be too muck of a zealot abaut that but it Just passibly
might work, I¢ we can get the cooperation of the speakers, we can
demonstrate that we don't always have to travel to de everything
that's mecsessary here, Obviously {t's much more intimate and there
are more unplanned encounters and that's terribly important at the
meeting, Well! make some further inquiries about facilitating
graduate atudent Participation,

Amarel: Excellent idea,,.,but we should mot increase the tatal mumber of
invitees to the workshop, It was very important te keap it eat a
Peasonable size, Even under these condit{ons we have to be a little
carefulee, Buty certainiy {# we have a little more money to bring
graduate students to this area that would be excellent, sersethere
{s another question, This year we decided to sort of separate the
entire question of internal discussian and interaction and more
disseminations and last year we made an effort to have some activity
especially a session om applications of Alege

TORI IOIIIIOIUIOOARATEERREERE

New SUMEX User Proposal Review

b) PUFF

Lederberg: ,,e.bute it {9 an off campus centered activity and, therefore,
belongs on the AIM agenda, ,,,about status of application and
funding for it,

Feigenbaum! application was site visited im June, There is supposed
to be some counci! action about mow,,, I suspect therets a fairiy
good chance of its getting funded, Im any events the techrica!
work {@ proceeding et a slow pace, There are two parts to the
Project, One has to do with pulmonary function diagnesis from the
USe of Spyrometer data. The other has to do with suggestions to the
attending physician about interventions im the use of a ventilating
machine, There's a PhD, atudent im CS working on each side of
that project, Bath students are Proceeding to work on thelr theses
with the use of some of the private expertise of the San Frameiseo
people even bafore there's been any funding, That's the current
State,

Lederberas I have a few comments, I recall! now a little more
precisely why {t was not formally acted en, I felt some
embarrassment about discussing this prapesa] in Ed's presence,
I commented that I thought it would be better precedyre to permit
any member of the Advisory Committee wha had any other reactions
to Communicate that either to me or B11) Baker, I have mot had any
such communication, It was im order to give opportunity for what
might be mare critical and more objective commant, That was one
Peaton for this delay.



Bakeri Regardiess of the outcome of the application, I think 4¢ should
be Supported as a pilot praject, If the studenta really do make
pregress an it then beeome a fullefliedged project,

Lederberg; f have one question about that, Jf the proposal has been
approved then I would suagest we approve access to SUMEX
independently of whether it's funded or mot which I think raises
other kinds of questions, If there's any chance of its being
disapproved, I would be auite loathe to contravene the affirmatively
Negative action of a study section without a closer imaquiry,

Bakers ThiS wes a computer study seetions, and I think {it represents
again a review where two peers were mot pieked to go along on the
site visit, I'm mot really concerned about whether the study
section approves {it ar nat,

Myers: Y have been considering this on the study section, J dante

know all the details of priorities, but the project received very
favorable consideration, My recallectian was that there was no
discussion of disapprovaly the only question was how high up the
priority Jist to place it,

Lederbera: Well, I suggest we go ahead and approve it, and {# a
disapproval comes through then I thimk we should recomsider it in
the light of all the elPeumstances,

Amarels Why should we consider this project as a pilot? All of our
information about the praject,, mumarous discussions already.,,
{t covera al! the things we like to see in the AIM community tn
terms of applications of AI in medicine and relevance and possible
comtribution to the AIM community, Why do we have to wait for
whatever kind of formal statement? It may be an issue of policy
mot to handie things like thats but I feel we should consider it
for a requiar project and I'd 'tke to see it as part of the
community,

Lederberas I appreciate that comment and I agree with you, I think the
PeaSon it was put {nm this form was that at the time the apolication
had Just gone in for NIH support and so was a Project pending from
that standpoint, New that it!s beeoming a definitive omer we shauld
delete the word pilot in our consideration of {t, I've heard
Unanimously positive statements about its s0 if there's ne dissent,
that one has bean accepted,


